Differential effects of peripheral and brain tumor necrosis factor on inflammation, sickness, emotional behavior and memory in mice.
Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) is increased in depression and clinical-trial evidence indicates that blocking peripheral TNF has some antidepressant efficacy. In rodents, peripheral or intracerebroventricular TNF results in sickness e.g. reduced body weight, altered emotional behavior and impaired memory. However, the underlying pathways and responsible brain regions are poorly understood. The aim of this mouse study was to increase understanding by comparing the effects of sustained increases in TNF in the circulation, in brain regions impacted by increased circulating TNF, or specific brain regions. Increased peripheral TNF achieved by repeated daily injection (IP-TNF) or osmotic pump resulted in decreased body weight, decreased saccharin (reward) consumption, and increased memory of an aversive conditioned stimulus. These effects co-occurred with increased plasma interleukin-6 and increased IP-derived TNF in brain peri-ventricular regions. An adenovirus-associated viral TNF vector (AAV-TNF) was constructed, brain injection of which resulted in dose-dependent, sustained and region-specific TNF expression, and was without effect on blood cytokine levels. Lateral ventricle AAV-TNF yielded increased TNF in the same brain regions as IP-TNF. In contrast to IP-TNF it was without effect on body weight, saccharin consumption and fear memory, although it did increase anxiety. Hippocampal AAV-TNF led to decreased body weight. It increased conditioning to but not subsequent memory of an aversive context, suggesting impaired consolidation; it also increased anxiety. Amygdala AAV-TNF was without effect on body weight and aversive stimulus learning-memory, but reduced saccharin consumption and increased anxiety. This study adds significantly to the evidence that both peripheral and brain region-specific increases in TNF lead to both sickness and depression- and anxiety disorder-relevant behavior and do so via different pathways. It thereby highlights the complexity in terms of indirect and direct pathways via which increased TNF can act and which need to be taken into account when considering it as a therapeutic target.